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Abstract This paper argues that besides mechanistic explanations, there is a kind of1

explanation that relies upon “topological” properties of systems in order to derive the2

explanandum as a consequence, and which does not consider mechanisms or causal3

processes. I first investigate topological explanations in the case of ecological research4

on the stability of ecosystems. Then I contrast them with mechanistic explanations,5

thereby distinguishing the kind of realization they involve from the realization rela-6

tions entailed by mechanistic explanations, and explain how both kinds of explanations7

may be articulated in practice. The second section, expanding on the case of ecolog-8

ical stability, considers the phenomenon of robustness at all levels of the biological9

hierarchy in order to show that topological explanations are indeed pervasive there.10

Reasons are suggested for this, in which “neutral network” explanations are singled11

out as a form of topological explanation that spans across many levels. Finally, I appeal12

to the distinction of explanatory regimes to cast light on a controversy in philosophy13

of biology, the issue of contingence in evolution, which is shown to essentially involve14

issues about realization.15

Keywords Explanation · Topology · Mechanisms · Evolutionary contingency ·16

Robustness · Realization17

It has often been argued that to explain means to point out the causes of some18

event, phenomenon, state of affairs, etc. (e.g. Salmon 1984). Philosophers of sci-19

ence often debated this claim, and classically the view that explanations are causal is20

contrasted with the view that being explanatory means being unifying (e.g. Kitcher21

1989; Friedman 1974). In this paper, I will focus on a kind of explanation that is not22
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straightforwardly causal,1 and which becomes more and more pervasive across many23

disciplines, i.e. ecology, social sciences, molecular biology, evolutionary biology or24

cell biology. I remain neutral regarding the stance of unifying explanation; however25

I will argue that this kind of explanation displays specific features which preclude26

its entering into one of the classical stances. The kind of explanation is “topological27

explanation”, which is a kind of explanation that abstracts away from causal relations28

and interactions in a system, in order to pick up some sort of “topological” properties29

of that system and draw from those properties mathematical consequences that explain30

the features of the system they target. They are pervasive in recent important styles31

of modeling: the idea of neutral systems (neutral theory of ecology (Hubbell 2001)32

is a major theme here, but not the only one); the ever-increasing use of networks and33

graphs salient at all levels of investigation. The present investigation characterizes34

this type of explanation by specifying the entailment relation between some specific35

properties of systems and the explanandum of interest, shows by appeal to examples36

from ecology how topological explanations are elaborated and why they are perva-37

sive, contrasts them with other explanatory regimes and explains how taking them into38

account has important consequences for issues in the philosophy of science.39

I will first give an ecological example of topological explanation—about the diver-40

sity-stability hypothesis-, and then show its pervasiveness across many sciences. This41

will allow me to illuminate the differences between what I will call “mechanistic” and42

“topological” explanations, and sketch their possible articulations in practice, as well43

as their correlation with specific types of realization. The second section considers a44

major set of topological explanations, namely the explanation of robustness of various45

kinds of living systems: it will enable me to demonstrate the necessity of topological46

explanations in the biological sciences, as well as their pervasiveness. I show then that47

considering this explanatory regime is relevant if one wants to solve several philo-48

sophical problems about evolution, such as the problem of contingency in long-term49

evolution.50

1 Topological vs. mechanistic explanations51

1.1 Topological properties as explanatory52

When we explain a phenomenon, we generally consider how the system from which53

it is a property, an outcome, a characteristic or a consequence behaves. We may try to54

determine causal relations, or to subsume several features of the system and its func-55

tioning under some laws of nature—those two concerns not being mutually exclusive.56

The system considered may have many properties. Some of them concern how, to put57

it vaguely, it fills a space; how parts of the system are located regarding one another,58

and whether those relations can still hold under some continuous deformations of59

the system (and which ones). Those are what I call the topological properties of the60

system. But these “parts” are not restricted to the physical parts of the system as a61

1 In the sense that their being «causal» depends upon the view of causation one adopts, unlike some other
types of causal explanations.
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material entity; they can be parts of a more abstract space, possibly a mathematical62

hyperspace, and then be involved in such topological properties. For example, an eco-63

logical community is a set of individuals of various species: prima facie its parts are64

the organisms; but on a more abstract level, one can see the species as parts. Those65

species have relations, for instance they prey on one another. The schema of their66

predation relationships is therefore a feature of the system; it takes place in a space,67

and can display topological properties. Let’s write (A, B, C, D) a community, (A-> B)68

meaning that A preys on B. We could have the structure of predation relations A->B-69

>C->D (type 1a), or we could have a closed structure A->B->C->D->A (type 1b), and,70

besides those structures where each prey has one predator, a structure with iterations71

A->B->C->A->D->C (type 2). Those schemes are different because closeness and72

openness, as well as iterated and non-iterated schemes, are topologically different.73

Larger communities can be equivalent to type 1a or type 1b, or type 2 communities.74

And different communities may be equivalent with respect to their displaying one of75

those three kinds of structures. Clearly the difference between those structures may76

have consequences upon the evolution of frequencies of the species—for example,77

the iterated scheme implies that type 2 communities will not react in the same way as78

type 1 communities in the face of the extinction of species D. When, among the con-79

sequences of some topological properties, stands the behavior, property or outcome80

we want to explain, then I say that we have given a topological explanation of our81

explanandum.82

Here is a small example, taken from evolutionary theory (Wilke et al. 2001), of83

an actual topological explanation. Richard Lenski and colleagues studied evolution of84

strains of bacteria with specific fitness landscapes under various mutations rates, in85

order to capture various schemes of evolution by natural selection in different settings.86

It appeared that in changing mutations rates, a specific distribution of phenotypes is87

surprisingly selected against the fittest. The idea is that two types of topological struc-88

ture of populations in fitness space can be distinguished: a population A with the fittest89

individuals, which could be represented by a peak at the optimum; and a population90

B whose fitness curve has a flat shape, where the large majority of individuals are91

very close in fitness, which could be represented by a kind of plateau. If two strains of92

bacteria with those profiles are put in competition, survival of the flattest (against the93

fittest) is common under some conditions because of the compared properties of the94

fittest and the flattest. In the A type, a random mutation has many chances to occur in95

the steep of the fitness peak, and to decrease the fitness; then such population can only96

give rise to mutations which will fall off sharply from the fitness peak. Concerning the97

flattest, a mutation has many chances to still be on the plateau. Thereby in identical98

environments but at high mutation rates µ, this flatness gives an advantage over the99

sharpness, since the detrimental mutations will accumulate faster in the sharp type A.100

It is as if mutation rate defined the selective pressures.2101

In this example, the properties considered are stricto sensu topological properties:102

flatness vs. sharpness. They are topologically different because one is continuous while103

2 “Selection in an asexual population should maximize the overall replication rate of a cloud of genotypes
connected by mutation, rather than any one genotype that has the highest replication.” (Wilke et al. 2001,
p. 331).
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Fig. 1 Survival of the flattest. µ is the mutation rate, vertical axis is fitness (after Wilke et al. 2001)

the other displays a singularity, so no continuous transformation can change one into104

the other. They are properties of the system, in the sense that the system considered105

(the strains of bacteria) also incorporates an abstract feature, the fitness distribution106

of possible mutations, located not in the actual space, but in a mathematical one.107

Flatness and peaks are two properties possessed by shapes in this abstract space. The108

probability that a mutation displays a large drop in fitness as compared to the current109

alleles is clearly a consequence of the shape of the curve, because it only depends on110

the fitness distribution of possible mutations. And this probability is what determines111

the evolutionary fate of each strain. So in this case topological properties of the two112

strains explain the different evolutionary outcomes (Fig. 1).113

More precisely now, I call a topological explanation, an explanation in which a114

feature, a trait, a property or an outcome X of a system S is explained by the fact that115

it possesses specific topological properties Ti. What “possess topological properties”116

means is the following: S has elements, parts, features or capacities, moments of its117

regular behavior, or of the set of its possible behaviors, which are likely to be rep-118

resented in a graph, a network or a variety S′ in a space E. (For instance, the phase119

space of the system can be such a space.) In the above example, the fitness landscape120

of possible mutations is S′. In the imaginary ecological community above, it was the121

graph of predation relationships.122

You can define a topological space on E. Once this topology is defined, S′ will have123

topological properties Ti, namely, properties which specify its invariance under some124

continuous transformations, and which will determine equivalence classes between all125

structures S′′ homotopic to S′. Or, if S′ is a graph, you can specify some properties of126

S′ (e.g. connexity; cyclicity, etc.3) which will define an equivalence class, and distin-127

guish S′ from other graphs S* not having those properties. Topology or graph theory128

3 I provide more examples in the next paragraph.
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thus provides tools to classify S′ within specific categories defined by the properties129

they have. From now on, I call “topological properties”, those properties that are either130

proper to subsets in a topological space or to some graphs and networks.131

Topology and graph theory stricto sensu are not the same mathematic subfields.132

However, one knows that they have the same origin, the “problem of the seven bridges133

of Königsberg” set by Euler, a proximity which is quite meaningful; more substan-134

tially, they study the properties of structures of sets of points in an abstract space,135

and allow one to classify those structures into distinct equivalence classes. Here the136

relations between parts (points, nodes vertices, lines, open intervals) of S′ define such137

a structure of a set of points, and determine the relevant properties Ti. Those two fields,138

topology and graph theory, have indeed been joined in a topological graph theory, cur-139

rently developed for its own sake (Gross and Tucker 1987). In the following, I consider140

both fields together because they are working in the same way with respect to what141

I am calling topological explanations, namely they specify the nature of the proper-142

ties whose existence entail the fact that the explanandum happens4. S has topological143

properties in virtue of its relation to S′ and its elements and relations—exactly like144

Lenski’s bacteria strains have the properties of “flatness” and “sharpness” in virtue of145

their essential relations to their mutations distribution.146

In a sense, S realizes the topological properties Ti, and many Sj can be said to147

be equivalent because they realize the same Ti (for example, belonging to the same148

equivalence class defined by homotopic paths in some space), and their equivalence149

may play an explanatory role in some explanations, as we will see. However, the real-150

ization here is not the same as the realization involved when we say that atoms of151

carbon realize the properties of hardness. Gilllett (2010) usefully distinguished two152

senses of realization—the M-realization, of which hardness is a typical example, and153

the A-realization, of which we are speaking here.5 A-realization occurs because of154

an isomorphism between entities in the world, here the parts of the system S, and155

possibly states of its behavior, etc., and a mathematical entity, here S′. Bacteria strain156

A realizes flatness in this sense. Interestingly, the chemical and physical properties of157

the bacteria are not involved in this relation, unlike cases of M-realization where it158

is the properties of carbon atoms (covalent liaisons, etc.) that underlie the realization159

of hardness. Because there are two very different senses of realization at stake here,160

one understands that the realized properties may not be explanatory in the same way,161

when it’s about hardness and when it’s A-realization of topological properties. I will162

elaborate on this difference below.163

These Ti have many consequences, especially, they may constrain the possible164

transformations of S′, for example because all continuous transformations should lead165

4 Some of the properties I am considering are not topological but geometrical and instead of calling them
“topological” I could have called them “formal” explanations (from encompassing both topological and
geometrical explanations). Although this would be accurate, it would be very confusing given the extant
literature on formal causation, explanation, etc.
5 “X is taken to A-realize Y if the elements of X map onto, or are isomorphic with, the elements of Y.
This notion of ‘realization’ is commonly utilized with formal models and the relata of such ‘realization’
relations are largely unconstrained because A-realization simply holds in virtue of a mathematical mapping
or isomorphism” (Gilllett 2010) This paper largely develops A-realization, whereas Gillett (2007); Gilllett
(2010) are essentially about M-realization. I thank Carl Gillett for his help on those issues.
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to some homotopic structure S′′. Among the consequences, is also the fact that the166

behavior of S, because of the topological properties of S′, will in many respects be167

different from the behavior of systems S* such that their associated shape in space168

E, S′
2, belongs to another topological equivalence class. Hence in some cases, the169

explanandum will be wholly explained by S′ having Ti, for example if one wants to170

explain the difference between two outcome behaviors, or the fact that some systems171

seem to behave in analogous ways, or that several states of a system are equivalent172

from some viewpoint of interest.173

The topological explanatory relation implies that whatever possible process Bj174

occurs to S that involves some or all elements or parts of S, no Bj is sufficient to175

account for X, but the simple fact that S realizes Ti entails as a consequence the fact176

that S has X. We therefore have a topological explanation when none of the Bj is177

needed to explain. It may be that a given X causally results from some Bj, but that178

what explains X is not the Bj itself; the reason would be that another causal process179

Bk also produces X, but that the topological properties Ti which constrain in the same180

way all processes Bi, entail that whatever the process Bj, the outcome will be of type181

X, so that the causal process Bj itself does not make any difference (conditionally on182

the fact of Ti) to the outcome and is therefore not explanatory. And unlike a mech-183

anism or a process, a topology is not something that takes place in time: so those184

kinds of explanations are of very different kind than the uncovering of mechanisms185

or the understanding of specific processes. Explanation of X goes like a relation of186

entailment between topological properties Ti and X or features of X, and not like the187

display of a mechanism from which X would be a temporal outcome.188

I draw this contrast between Bj and Ti to emphasize the fact that topological explana-189

tions are exclusive of explanations which pinpoint some mechanisms, or some specific190

causal interactions between elements of S′ underlying mechanisms, as explanatory191

relevant. This difference parallels the one between the A-realization in topological192

explanations and the M-realizations in mechanistic explanations according to Gillett.193

What are at stake when someone unravels a mechanism or process are those specific194

causal relations uncovered between elements. However, in the explanations consid-195

ered here, those specific causal relations are irrelevant; what counts is the fact that196

there are relations in S′, the associated shape of S in space E, because the patterns of197

relation in S′ can define a topological structure with its properties realized by S and198

then be explanatory of X.199

Unlike in mathematics (e.g. Randrup and Rogen 1997), however, the term “topo-200

logical explanation” is not widely used in natural sciences except in some regions201

of physics. For example, authors may design what they called a topological expla-202

nation of charge and mass of particles (Arcos and Pereira 2007), which means that203

those properties are accounted for by the topological properties they display in the204

model; however, given that they are mathematically defined from the beginning it is205

quite natural to talk about their topology. I found an instance in the scientific literature206

in which the use of the term “topological explanation” was put forward; namely a207

paper concerning some formal features of the internet (Park and Newman 2003).6 I208

6 “Rather than supposing the anticorrelation of vertex degrees to be the result of some specific social or
engineering constraints on the construction of data networks, they suggest instead a topological explanation.
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claim here that many explanations in biology, cell biology, and the social sciences209

are topological explanations in this same sense, i.e. the properties that are explananda210

are explained by reference to the topological properties of the system, no matter the211

processes and mechanisms happening in those systems. I will now give an example of212

such explanation, which is pervasive in community ecology, and then refine the notion213

of topological explanation with respect to mechanistic explanations.214

1.2 The topological explanations of ecological stability215

The relationship between the diversity of species in an ecological community and the216

stability of this community is a longstanding debated topic in ecology (McCann et al.217

1998). Although often supported by ecologists, the idea that diversity would yield sta-218

bility was not demonstrated until the 1970s. May (1974) formally demonstrated that in219

fact, if you consider that species are randomly connected, more diversity would imply220

less stability in terms of the constancy of frequencies of individuals. This prompted221

ecologists to realize that the exact meanings of stability and diversity were central222

issues. Functional diversity, for example, cannot be equated with number of species,223

since one could have many species preying on the same preys, being therefore func-224

tionally equivalent. And as it turned out, if stability is understood as the constancy225

of some property like the biomass (Tilman 1996), then diversity enforces it. So many226

varieties of diversity-stability hypotheses, often involving complexity (Pimm 1984),227

flourished during the past two decades (Pimm 2001). Some of those (Solé and Montoya228

2001; Dunne et al. 2002a; McCann et al. 1998; Montoya and Solé 2002; Montoya et al.229

2006—after Yodzis 1989; Dunne 2006) considered only three parameters: the num-230

ber of species and their average number of links, the number of connections realized231

between species as compared to the number of possible connections (connectance),232

and the distribution of the connections between species. These hypotheses provide233

examples of topological explanations.234

The general aim of these studies consists in specifying for a community S the net-235

work S′ of relationships between species, each interaction being represented by a link,236

and then inferring from properties of this network some properties concerning stabil-237

ity, resilience, etc. In ecology, two species can have several kinds of causal relations: A238

can prey on B, be the prey of B, compete with B, be mutualistic or commensal with B,239

or parasitic on B, for example. However, in those networks, the nature of interactions240

between species—whether A preys on B, or is parasitic on B, or is preyed on by B241

etc.—is not relevant, but only their number and the global shape of the connections242

between them as represented by a graph (Montoya et al. 2006).243

If we want to explain why an ecological community is stable, or which communities244

are more likely to be stable, we can consider how they react to invading species, or245

extinction of some of their species. The stable ones are the communities where those246

events don’t have many consequences upon the repartition of species or the frequen-247

Footnote 6 continued
Using computer simulations, they show for a network of the size and degree sequence of the Internet that
the requirement that there is at most one edge between any pair of vertex induces degree anticorrelations
very similar to those observed.”
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Fig. 2 An ecological network
in a community (Silkwood Park,
after Solé et al. 2002)

cies of individuals in those species; the less stable are the ones that undergo dramatic248

changes in composition. There can be a simple ecological explanation for that: sup-249

pose that an ecological network has a few hubs that are vastly connected, and many250

species that are not very connected. Concretely, you can identify an omnivore species,251

therefore being a hub connected to many species, and then species specialized on only252

one prey, which will comprise isolated nodes. Now a random deletion of species will253

be more likely to touch a weakly connected node: suppose that each species is equi-254

probably likely to be deleted, and that you have two hubs and 464 simple nodes; then255

of course the deletion has 232 more chances to delete only an isolated node. So the256

whole structure of links won’t be altered, therefore the whole community will have257

some stability, in terms of response to species extinction or species invasion (Solé258

and Montoya 2001; Dunne et al. 2002a,b). In this example, the community S has a259

network S′ and then realizes the property T of being “two-hubbed”, which entails this260

fact about probability and then its stability (Fig. 2).261

A network with such pattern is not a random network, like ones mostly considered262

by May (1974), who contested that diversity enforces stability. Most of the research263

about diversity and stability consisted therefore in exploring cases where networks264

of links depart from May’s assumption that connections are random. So let’s con-265

sider now actual explanations of stability in communities. The mathematical study of266

networks highlighted some precise kinds of graphs, for instance scale free networks,267

where the repartition of links on each node follows a power-law7, and small worlds,268

where two random nodes are always never further than a specific number of links,269

and where the degree of clustering is high8. Some processes to get scale free networks270

and small worlds are known: the construction rule known as preferential attachment271

or “rich get richer” (i.e., the probability of having a new link is proportional to the272

7 A scale free network is such that if the number of connections is x = aM−n , the number of nodes having x
connections is an . This means that the network is invariant if you zoom in or zoom out—hence its invariance
of scale.
8 A cluster is a subset of nodes connected with each other to a degree far higher than they are connected to
other nodes.
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number of existing connections) yields power laws (Albert and Barabasi 2002), and273

then scale-free networks; adding some random links to a graph where nodes are con-274

nected only between neighbors yields small worlds (Watts 2003; Watts and Strogatz275

1998).276

A community whose associated network S′ is an ecological scale-free network277

will have the property of stability against random extinction mentioned above. In this278

sense proving that a community is so structured triggers a topological explanation of279

its stability. This property is explanatory sufficient and one does not need to delve280

into the details of who is parasitic on whom, who preys on whom, etc., to establish281

the causes of stability. The details of these processes here do not make a difference,282

and the stability is not what eventually results from a sequence of causal interactions283

involving the species9. Interesting parallels have been drawn between those networks284

and the Internet, as well as cell metabolic pathways and networks of words in texts285

(Solé et al. 2002), or between ecological networks and financial networks (Levin et al.286

2008), especially regarding the stability requirements: all those systems A-realize the287

same topological properties, thus their stability is identically explained.288

Considering small worlds, Montoya and Solé (2002) have shown that their structure289

happens in some communities and also yields forms of stability, because if you break290

some links between species, the structure allows for alternative links and therefore291

preserves the general stability. For example, suppose that a trophic web is a small292

world: between two given species you always have few nodes; if you delete one (e.g.,293

you suppress the predator of A preyed on by B), in the cluster near the two unrelated294

nodes are many connections to be found so you can still find an alternative pathway.295

Hence, the property of the interaction network S′ proper to a community S, of being296

a small world, explains why it is resistant to species deletion and invasion, thus why297

it is stable.298

In the same perspective, ecologists elaborated the idea, ancient in social sciences299

(Granovetter 1973), that weak links between individuals weakly connected (which300

means, link between individuals belonging to distant clusters) are likely to make301

everyone connected in a kind of small world. To this extent, in the case of food webs,302

weak links proved to be important in stabilizing the communities (McCann et al. 1998;303

Berlow 1999) because they inhibit the oscillatory relations which happen with strong304

relations of competition or mutualism or predation between few species; hence many305

weak interactions in food webs make chaotic dynamics unlikely, so that “weak interac-306

tions may be the glue that binds natural communities together” (p. 797). In such a case307

we see that the direction and the strength of interactions are explanatorily relevant,308

but not their nature (e.g., whether species are predators, preys, mutualists, competitors309

etc.).310

What accounts for the stability of the community, under many senses of stability,311

including “resilience” (Holling 1973)—the ability to come back to a state of equilib-312

rium after some perturbations—are the properties of this net of interactions weighted313

9 In fact, ecological networks are not exactly scale-free networks or small world networks, but many of
them, fulfilling the rough characterization just given, resemble scale-free networks (Dunne 2006) or are
truncated scale-free networks, which is enough to explain topologically their stability.
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by their strength (see Tylianakis 2008 for a recent overview)10. Many causal inter-314

actions are possible between all the individuals in the community, but this web of315

relations gives rise in every case to the same property of stability, affecting sometimes316

the community, sometimes a metacommunity (Maser et al. 2007). Suppose indeed317

that many different communities Si of different species xk have the same interaction318

network S′, where a link is defined both by its relata and its strength. This network319

is a specific graph in an abstract space, and specific properties regarding weak links320

and high degree of clustering will entail the stability of the community (because of321

their anti-oscillatory consequences mentioned above). No matter which species xk in322

a given Si are connected through which links in the real web of relations realizing S′,323

what matters for the outcome is only the general shape S′ of the web of links, and324

the extent to which it has high degree of clustering and weak links, and this holds for325

those different communities Sj. In this sense, explaining by considering the topology326

of food webs, or more generally ecological links, abstracts away from the nature of327

causal relations, in the sense of the genuine ecological relations between definite spe-328

cies and the causal mechanisms at work within the community. Suppose that in S1329

half of the links are of predation, and in S2 half of those links are of parasitism, and330

that the species implied in S1 and S2 are differing by 30%. If the interaction network331

S′ is quite the same (more precisely, S′
1 and S′

2 belong to a same equivalence class332

regarding a property of having weak links and high degree of clustering), then stability333

in S1 and S2 is explained; a detailed understanding of the processes B1 in or B2, which334

are different in S1 and S2, will not add anything to the understanding of why S1 or335

S2 are stable. In this sense, mechanistic explanations are superfluous relative to this336

explanandum.337

In the following Section, I detail the relationship between those topological expla-338

nations and mechanistic explanations in general, by considering what is included in339

this idea of being sufficient relative to one explanandum.340

1.3 Clarifications about the difference between explanatory regimes341

I said in the beginning that topological explanations differed from explanations that are342

straightforwardly causal. Yet someone could still say that the topological properties343

are in this sense a cause, because obviously in a counterfactual sense of cause, they344

cause the explanandum. Indeed, to some extent the discussion here is merely semantic.345

Regarding those people who say all explanations are causal explanations, I specify that346

topological explanations compare indeed to explanations which describe actual causal347

relationships between entities, and therefore describe what Machamer et al. (2000)348

call mechanisms. If one says that the topology of food webs causes some resilience349

properties, this however contrasts with a mechanistic explanation that would specify350

how the disturbance of some interaction between two species would provoke another351

kind of interaction that in the end would restore the same pattern of community. In the352

10 Strength is sometimes strength being “measured roughly as the proportion of individuals of a species
at the lower trophic level fed upon by, or interacting with, a species at the higher trophic level” (Tylianakis
2008, p. 224). Concerning in general what the strength of an ecological interaction would be and how it
can be measured, see Ulanowicz (2002) and Huneman (2010)
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topological explanation you do not have to consider the mechanism triggered by the353

perturbation, because for example you already know that whatever happens, the preys354

and the predators, the parasites and the hosts, etc., will manage to stay connected.355

I will now state this sharp contrast between these two kinds of explanations, and then356

show how they can be articulated.357

In the terms of Machamer et al. (2000), a mechanism is defined by some entities358

which have proper activities and some regular interactions, and which results in a gen-359

eral activity of the whole that regularly yields definite outcomes from definite inputs.360

So, on their account, “mechanisms are composed of both entities (with their proper-361

ties) and activities”; “activities are the producers of change”; “entities are the things362

that engage in activities”; “activities usually require that entities have specific types of363

properties” and “the organization of these entities and activities determines the ways364

in which they produce the phenomenon” (2000, p. 3). They claim that describing such365

a mechanism explains the phenomenon.11 Identifying activities, in their view, is what366

scientists do instead of discovering laws.12
367

The contrast between kinds of explanation is easy to grasp then. What is explan-368

atory here in mechanisms is the essential link between an entity and what it does; it369

is in virtue of X’s Phi-ing, that Y and Z will for example be triggered to do J and K,370

and then make the system S likely to be Psi-ing as a result of combined J and K. As371

Machamer et al. state, “mechanisms are identified and individuated by the activities372

and entities that constitute them, by their start and finish conditions, and by their func-373

tional roles” (2000, p. 4). However, in topological explanations, there are no specific374

activities listed: no matter what the species do, whether they prey or not, whether they375

Psi or they Phi, and on whom etc. Stability rather occurs because of some network376

property of S′. Suppose that two systems S1 and S2 have the same associated shape377

S′ in abstract space but that the relata of links in S1 are J and K, and in S2 are J2 and378

K2, with their distinct associated activities. Yet the topological properties of S′, real-379

ized identically by S1 and S2, will not be affected by this difference of activities and380

properties; therefore the identification of mechanisms in S1 and S2 is not relevant for381

explaining their outcomes. In my first example, the probability of a mutation staying382

on the plateau is not a mechanism of mutation or variation; it is simply a constant383

property of the system due to the topological property of S′, which is namely the384

distribution of mutations, and this is true irrespective of the reasons for the mutations,385

i.e. the exact mechanisms that produce the mutations and their specific distributions386

of fitness.387

Another point of contrast is that the explanandum of a mechanistic explanation388

is determined by stating the “set-up” and “termination” conditions. For instance, in389

neuroscience explaining the NDMA receptor–ionophore complex: “activation of the390

NMDA receptor is a means of transforming an extra-cellular chemical signal (born391

by neurotransmitters) and an intracellular electrical signal (born by ion fluxes in the392

11 “To give a description of a mechanism for a phenomenon is to explain that phenomenon, i.e., to explain
how it was produced.” (Machamer et al. 2000, p. 4)
12 “A mechanism is the series of activities of entities that bring about the finish or termination conditions
in a regular way. These regularities are non-accidental and support counterfactuals to the extent that they
describe activities.” (ibid. p. 6)
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cell)”, which are the set-up conditions, “into an intracellular chemical signal (born393

by intracellular ions and molecules)” (Craver, forth.), which is the termination condi-394

tion. The chronology of sequences through which entities act is crucial to explain the395

production of this termination condition—for example here, “the depolarization pre-396

cedes the release of the Mg+ ions” (ibid.) To this extent, another difference between397

topological and mechanistic explanations is made manifest: the temporal sequence398

between events in topological explanations is irrelevant, since switching the order of399

events does not affect the explanandum.400

Now Craver explains that mechanistic explanations consider a system along two401

dimensions, the interlevel and the intralevel ones. If Mi are entities at a same level402

of a system S, hence components of S13, intralevel explanations consider how causal403

relations account for the production of the termination condition of a system S by404

activities of entities such as Mi. Yet S often enters into higher-level mechanisms, and405

hence the outcome of a given Mi will enter into an explanation spanning across levels.406

So, as Craver and Bechtel (2007) indicate “each new decomposition of a mechanism407

into its component parts reveals another lower-level mechanism until the mechanism408

bottoms out in items for which mechanistic decomposition is no longer possible”.409

And reciprocally, “higher levels of mechanisms are aggregated (i.e., built up from)410

or composed from parts that are organized into more complex spatial, temporal, and411

causal relations” (ibid).412

Craver and Bechtel argue that the only causal relations are intra-level, but inter-413

level explanations display relations of constitution: “there is a temptation to say that414

the activation of cyclic GMP phosphodiesterase, which catalyzes the conversion of415

cyclic GMP to 5c/-GMP, causes rod cells to hyperpolarize, which in turn causes the eye416

to transduce light into neural activity. But the activation of cyclic GMP phosphodies-417

terase is part of the activity of depolarization, which is part of the eye’s transduction418

of light” (2006, p. 15). In general, Mi causally contributes to the outcome of S but it419

constitutes a high-level activity within which S itself is a contributing entity.420

A full mechanistic explanation therefore embodies both interlevel constitutional421

and intralevel causal explanation. The building-up relation between two levels, for422

example the way activation of cyclic GMP phosphodiesterase constitutes and does not423

cause transduction of light, is a kind of realization. But it is rather an M-realization, an424

asymmetric “ontological determination relation between causally individuated prop-425

erty instances and/or properties” (Gilllett 2010) Until now, when contrasting them426

with topological explanations this section considered intra-level mechanistic explana-427

tions. Yet the complete picture of mechanistic explanations actually includes interlevel428

mechanistic explanations, which envelop realization relations—namely, M-realiza-429

tions, which contrast with A-realizations enveloped in topological explanations, as430

emphasized above. The mechanistic explanation is driven by “constitution”, while the431

other uses features of abstract descriptions.432

However, in a full mechanistic explanation it could be possible for a realization433

relation to be an A-realization, if the activity of a component of a mechanism has434

a topological explanation. For example, suppose hypothetically that a sort of Gaia435

13 “X is a component in a mechanism if and only if it is one of the entities or activities organized such that
S Psi-s.” (Craver and Bechtel 2007)
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hypothesis holds; ecological communities would compose the system Earth, and they436

will contribute to its functioning and homeostasis. The stability of a community could437

have an important role in the global mechanisms; and such stability may have a topo-438

logical explanation, as we know. Therefore here an A-realization will be involved in439

the general interlevel explanation why a Gaia hypothesis holds.440

1.4 Nuances in the picture441

Notwithstanding this contrast between causal and topological explanations, in general442

one could also say that there is a continuum between two poles, one that consists in443

unraveling mechanisms without regard for any topological properties and one that is444

purely topological. More precisely, when I said that the nature of causal relations is445

not explanatorily relevant in the network explanations of ecological stability, of course446

it did not mean that just any relation is relevant. So there is, among all the infinitely447

possible relations, and moreover, among all the causal relations, a set of some (e.g. in448

the community ecology example: ecological interactions) that are equivalent regard-449

ing the explanation—in the sense that no matter how they interact, what is explanatory450

is that interactors are related and that their relation maps onto a link in the abstract451

space E, and that they are the ones that map onto the associated shape S′ in the abstract452

space E where a topology can be defined, or where graphs are considered (see Sect.453

1.2). Once the set of relations that is, as a whole, explanatory relevant, is identified,454

those relations are the ones which enter into the network, the graph, or any structure455

which will possess topological properties.14
456

One could say that when all the relations are explanatorily equivalent and enter457

into S′ as nodes, vertices, points or sides, we have a pure topological explanation;458

yet, in my ecological diversity-stability example, we have already identified a set of459

causal interactions, in order to elaborate the topological explanation. A pure mech-460

anistic explanation would consist in considering that all differences between causal461

interactions are relevant. So it is plausible that a more realistic picture of explanation462

would see a continuum where I emphasize a contrast between two types.463

Finally, how are mechanistic and topological explanations related to one another,464

and how can they be articulated in actual scientific practice? I am not claiming that465

topological explanations of the stability of communities are the only types of explana-466

tion that may be offered to explain the property, nor am I claiming that such stability is467

not subject to alternative kinds of explanation. Topological explanations are different468

from mechanistic explanations, but not independent from any mechanisms. I consid-469

ered here explanations of stability of some communities by an appeal to the properties470

of interaction webs. They answer the question: “why is this community stable?” But471

suppose I want to know why this community has precisely this or that stability-enhanc-472

14 So clearly, the properties are first predicated of this representation, which captures an aspect of the sys-
tem. They are not immediately grasped with respect to the system as such, but their determination depends
on the specification of one aspect of the system that is represented. However, there is nothing more prob-
lematic here than in any case where we consider a representation of a system and ascribe properties to the
system from its consideration: for example when the solutions of differential equations of motion are used
to compute the position of a particle.
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ing network of interactions—e.g. a scale free network? This question may warrant a473

mechanistic explanation of, for example, preferential attachment, which is the fact that474

the probability of having a new connection is proportional to the already extant con-475

nections. The mechanisms through which individual organisms forage, look for preys,476

compete with each other etc., all contribute to explain why preferential attachment as477

an outcome of those aggregated processes will hold. So the explanatory topological478

property itself, which is a property of the community, may in turn be the object of a479

mechanistic explanation.15 And even more generally suppose my question is: why are480

scale-free networks and truncated scale-free networks so common across ecological481

networks? Then the answer will have to take into consideration the most general prop-482

erties of ecological interactions—the ones that may yield phenomena like preferential483

attachment—and once again possibly invoke mechanistic explanations. So a first kind484

of relation between mechanistic and topological explanations is that they can be two485

stages of a complete explanation of the same phenomenon, related in a diachronic486

way: why does phenomenon X exists? Because of some topological properties Ti of487

the system X; and why does S have Ti? Because of some mechanism proper to S, its488

surroundings and parts, etc.489

A second type of distinction between the two types of explanations may also be490

drawn. What I call topological explanations here may be of two sorts. Some of them,491

like the explanation of stability through properties of scale-free-style networks, are492

explanations per se. Others pinpoint topological properties as explanatorily relevant,493

in the sense that they put constraints on whatever is likely to occur in a system, but the494

process itself still plays a role in the explanation, so that explaining means uncovering495

topologically constrained mechanisms. Different topologies may result in differences496

with respect to what the same mechanism will do. Suppose that we have a family of497

systems Si, which have an associated shape S′
i in a space E. There is a mechanism498

M that explains a property or an outcome etc. in which we are interested, and which499

works in the same way in all Si (because those Si have the same entities and activi-500

ties). Now, suppose that the outcome of the mechanisms will be Xj if some topological501

properties of Si are Tj, and Xk if they are Tk—I call it a constraining topological expla-502

nation, where mechanistic and topological explanations cooperate to produce the full503

explanation.16
504

Constraining topological explanations have been exemplified by recent studies on505

the evolution of cooperation. Evolutionary biologists have indeed been interested since506

the 1960s in the processes which may yield cooperation in populations, given that507

evolution prima facie seems to increase the frequency of behaviors which benefit that508

15 Clearly, the same reasoning holds about the “survival of the flattest” case—there should be mechanistic
explanations of why the distribution of mutation is flat in the case of one strain, given in terms of properties
of nucleotides, chemical reactions, etc.
16 Indeed, Machamer et al. in passing acknowledged such possibility when they mention the causes of the
activities proper to entities. They say: “The neurotransmitter and receptor, two entities, bind, an activity, by
virtue of their structural properties and charge distributions. A DNA base and a complementary base hydro-
gen bond because of their geometric structures and weak charges.” (2000, p. 3) But how is the “geometric
structure” or the “structural properties” likely to explain why neurotransmitter or DNA and complementary
base bind, given the charges hence the electric processes, if it’s not by constraining the electric mechanisms
occurring at the atomic level?
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population that exhibits the increase rather than some other population. Cooperation by509

definition benefits the others, and indeed altruism, inter and intra-species, is frequent510

in nature (West et al. 2007). The key consideration is that if altruists are, by one reason511

or another, interacting with individuals prone to be altruist with them in some manner,512

then altruism is likely to evolve. Recent studies emphasize the fact that the topology of513

networks in which individuals interact is able to ensure such a feature, namely altruists514

being more likely to meet other altruists (Nowak 2005). Many biologists studied this515

fact in terms of constraints given by population structure: often the reason for this is516

limited dispersal, which compels kin to stay together, and kin are likely to be altruistic517

with one another in proportion of their relatedness, as is stated by the famous Hamil-518

ton’s rule,17 which dominated cooperation studies for 3 decades.18 The point for us is519

that when you model those phenomena in a network in which individuals are interact-520

ing, the topological properties of the network are exactly what constrains interactions521

to be more cooperation-yielding. As Santos and Pacheco (2006) indicate, “the diver-522

sity of connectivity patterns in a population, which translates into a heterogeneous523

Network Of Contacts (NOC), is efficiently explored by cooperators to outperform524

defectors, leading to evolutionary outcomes in which cooperators easily survive and525

may even dominate. NOCs exhibiting strong heterogeneities and tight connections526

between the few most connected agents favor the dominance of cooperation.” In this527

example, part of the explanation of cooperation is natural selection, which, through the528

differential replication of individuals featuring various strategies, and through either529

Hamilton rule and kin selection, or preferential assortment between altruists, leads530

to cooperation19. This is the mechanism in the explanation20; but often non-random531

assortment is explained by the topology of the network: what Pacheco and Santos call532

“Network of Contacts”. Some topologies will confer an individual higher chances to533

meet altruists, and that is why in such instances selection will lead to cooperation,534

whereas in another network it would lead to the fixation of selfishness. Topological535

properties are clearly explanatory relevant, because they constrain selection to work536

in one sense rather than in another21. In the evolution of cooperation, the topology of537

connections should be part of the explanation because it provides the context within538

which natural selection yields different cooperative outcomes.539

Another example of constraining topological explanation, this time in ecology, is540

found in “neutral ecology theory” (Hubbell 2001). This theory gives the crucial role541

to stochastic processes (ecologically analogous to genetic drift) against selection in542

the creation of biodiversity patterns. Many of these studies have been done by simula-543

17 A disposition to a behavior with cost c and benefit b, directed unto an individual related at degree r to
the focal individual, will evolve iff c = br. Proper interpretations of relatedness r are extremely difficult, but
the intuition is that it often correlates to the degree of kinship.
18 Hereafter cooperation and altruism are equivalent, technically they are not, see West et al. (2007) for
semantic clarifications.
19 Some argue that those two things are varieties of kin selection (West et al. 2007) but this is not our
concern here.
20 It is controversial that “natural selection” is a mechanism sensu Machamer et al. (2000), or in another
sense. Here I use it in a very general way in order to contrast it with the topological explanations.
21 When including small worlds, they can even lead otherwise divergent models (such as iterated prisoner
dilemma and snowdrift games) to a same cooperative outcome (Santos and Pacheco 2005).
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Fig. 3 Topologies of neighborhood used to simulate neutral ecological models (after White and Kiester
2008)

tion. Recently, White and Kiester 2008 paid attention to the topology of the grid onto544

which one designs the simulation by cellular automata. These grids are often square545

grids (Moore or Von Neumann neighborhoods) (Fig. 3)—which differ from each other546

with respect to the number of neighbors for each cell and the possibility of diagonal547

neighbors. The results of the same simulation, on the basis of the neutral theory, will548

differ with respect to the size of communities and diversity, depending upon which549

tessellation is used.550

In this case, the many communities Si embody one mechanism, the ecological drift551

(M), is modeled by stochastic algorithms. However, those Si may have in their associ-552

ated shape (here, the grid of the simulation) four topologies a, b, c, d, and the outcome553

of mechanism M in terms of biodiversity will be different in accordance with which554

topology is used. Therefore we clearly see how topology constrains the mechanistic555

explanation here.556
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Probably, to explain and to constrain explanations also define two poles—pure557

topological, and constraining topological, explanations—between which the topolog-558

ical explanations can be distributed. Having contrasted mechanistic and topological559

explanations and sketched how they can be articulated, I have to show on a specific560

set of cases how and why they differ, and how they are compatible. In the next section561

I will consider one main explanandum for topological explanations, taking place at562

all levels of biological hierarchies namely, robustness. Stability of ecosystems and563

communities in the face of disturbances and invasions is indeed one kind of robust-564

ness, occurring at the highest level of the biological hierarchy, and I have shown how565

pervasive were topological explanations in that context. The question is whether this566

is only specific to ecology, or whether it is true of the biological sciences in general.567

I will thereby investigate how robustness at many levels is explained, and see how568

mechanistic and explanations are distributed with respect to such an explanandum.569

First, I demonstrate that the kinds of claims I have made with respect to the ecological570

case study that pertain to the relationship between topological and mechanistic expla-571

nations may be generalized to this more general case. Then I consider why topological572

explanations are so pervasive when it comes to explaining robustness, and explain that573

it has something to do with the very nature of topological properties.574

2 Robustness: mechanistic and topological explanations reconsidered575

The stability of ecosystems provided us with a family of examples of powerful topo-576

logical explanations. The explanandum, here, ranges under the rubric “stability” in577

the sense of “disposition to stay the same across changes, under some important eco-578

logical aspects”, and the nature of those aspects define the various stability properties579

(e.g. resilience, constancy of biomass, etc.) that communities may possess. Given this580

characterization, ecological stability is however not the only kind of biological sta-581

bility; the robustness of biological systems in general means something very similar.582

Recently we witnessed an inflation of research programs dealing with various kinds583

of robustness of systems at all levels of the biological hierarchy. I wish to show here584

that in this large field of biology the two kinds of explanations can be used side by585

side, and that at each level in the biological hierarchy topological explanations are586

used. This latter fact is quite meaningful with respect to the nature and capacities of587

topological explanations, and I will explicate it. I will emphasize a specific kind of588

explanation among them, called neutral spaces, which will prove relevant for under-589

standing varieties of explanation in general.590

By “robustness” here, and in order to encompass many different researches in the591

field, I mean keeping some parameters stable in the face of changing values of vari-592

ables. All modes of stability mentioned above in ecology satisfy this characterization,593

the variable concerning in general the number of species, or of individuals in species.594

More precisely one can parse this into two kinds: a “level” definition, in the sense595

that change in low level variables doesn’t involve change in high level variables—for596

instance changing the identity of several species does not affect some general proper-597

ties like biomass or abundance pattern; and a “functional” definition (Wagner 2005a):598

robust are those systems that are able to maintain (some of) their functions in the599
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Fig. 4 Successive spheres circles of robustness

face of perturbations. Plausibly, the latter definition works better with physiological600

or cellular systems.601

Canalization and homeostasis are time-honored well-known cases of robustness in602

living systems. Homeostasis in physiology falls under this second definition, because603

it means that organisms are able to keep vital functions efficient in the face of large604

environmental changes; concerning development, organisms display what Waddington605

called “canalization” of their processes, which also satisfies the definition. “Canaliza-606

tion” means that perturbations in the genetic makeup of an organism are not always607

likely to change the outcome of development; inversely, development shows also some608

robustness vis-à-vis the environmental perturbations, in the sense that the final product609

may be constant across a large range of environmental conditions.610

However, properties of robustness have been found at many lower levels: within611

the metabolic networks of cells, at the level of the genome and its expression, and at612

the level of the genetic code and proteins. Very generally defined robustness proper-613

ties range from nucleotides to ecosystems (Fig. 4), and they may require analogous614

or identical explanations in several cases. Wagner (2005a) provides a groundbreak-615

ing synthesis of those findings. I here after give two examples of robustness at low616

level, and in the next paragraph provide a more systematic view of robustness research617

according to the explanatory distinction sketched above. The last section will draw618

consequences about the nature of topological explanations and highlight a specific619

case of it.620

Concerning gene networks, a striking study compared two networks of gene expres-621

sions for gene Endo 16 in sea urchins. In Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and Lytechinus622

variegatus, you find this gene, whose product is a protein involved in cell adhesion,623
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Fig. 5 a (above) Representation of the product of Endo 16 in two species of sea urchins along development;
b (below) Regulatory regions for Endo 16 in both species. Reproduced with permission of Development
from Romano and Gray (2003)

crucial in the development of several tissues. Those two species diverged 16 Million624

years ago. The regulation networks for the expression of this gene in those two species625

are therefore very different; however the small regulatory region in the most recent spe-626

cies corresponds to a small part of the regulatory region in the oldest species (Fig. 5b).627

Yet, the final product (Fig. 5a) is the same in both cases (Revilla et al. 2003). Hence628

everything occurs as if altering the Endo 16 regulation network in Strongylocentrotus629

purpuratus at a wide scale entails very slight perturbations of the end product. Evolu-630

tion here provides an analogue of perturbation experiments on regulatory networks.631

Metabolic pathways in cells display analogous features. E. Coli have seven central632

reactions involved in their metabolism; each of them involving a given flux of chemical633

substances. However, with mutations reducing drastically the fluxes in one of those634

reactions, the transketolase, up to 85%, the global outcome of the metabolism remains635

remarkably constant.22
636

22 “Although complete elimination of flux through the seven essential reactions of E. Coli central metab-
olism is lethal, substantial quantitative reductions in flux may be neutral. A case in point is the essential
transketolase reaction in the pentose phosphate shunt. As long as the mutation preserves more than 15%
of the wild type flux through this reaction, the resulting growth rate is no less than 99.2% of the wild type
growth rate.” (Wagner 2005a, p. 131)
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In the previous case of gene regulation networks, granted, we saw that robustness637

meant that taking away a very large specific part of the network is not so consequen-638

tial, whereas here, it means the fact that withdrawing a non-specific large quantitative639

part of the system is not consequential: which 15% should be kept is not at stake640

here. Yet in both cases robustness needs an investigation into how the system manages641

to respond in such a way to its dramatic alterations. In the genome itself, changing642

nucleotides will alter genes but in fact often leave intact the phenotypic result. Redun-643

dancy is a potential cause of this phenomenon: if a gene exists in two copies, altering644

one will leave intact the other, and then the phenotypic outcome will be unchanged.645

Many authors also have shown that redundancy plays an important role in evolution646

since it allows variation on one copy whereas its function is still fulfilled by the other647

copies—in other words, thanks to redundancies, the system can undergo variation in648

its nucleotides and therefore benefit from the rare possibly favorable new outcomes,649

without losing fitness (since a copy of the varying nucleotides is still there and func-650

tions) (Kitano 2004). Andreas Wagner however established that an important amount651

of genomic robustness is not due to redundancy but to what he calls “distributed robust-652

ness”, namely: two alternative pathways exist, mobilizing two sets of connections in653

the same genomic network, which buffers the outcome against change in one of the654

genes (Wagner 2005b). Distributed robustness may be involved in the Endo 16 case.655

The constant existence of robustness phenomena at all levels call for explanations,656

and many have been given which can be classified according to the categories proposed657

in this paper. Here is a more systematic overview.658

2.2 Systematic view of robustness explanations659

In general, researchers ask two types of questions about robustness at all levels: (a)660

proximate: how is it ensured? and (b) evolutionary—which breaks down into (b1),661

why has it evolved? And (b2) what role may it play in evolution?662

About (b1), if one considers for instance canalization, the evolution of robustness,663

raises the issue of the relationships between environmental and genetic robustness,664

and some researchers argue that the latter is a byproduct of selection for the former:665

“ Genetic robustness may thus evolve as a correlated side effect of the evolution666

for environmental robustness. Since environmental perturbations often have a higher667

frequency and impact on fitness, they serve as the driving force. (. . .) Character robust-668

ness can be separated from, and is secondary to, character adaptation itself, but…669

genetic robustness does not evolve for its own sake.” (de Visser et al. 2003). Never-670

theless I will mostly consider here (a) and (b2).671

About (a), I claim that one can partition robustness into several classes, according672

to the explications for robustness, and whether they are topological or mechanistic673

(Table 1). And it may turn out that those classes are not concerned in the same manner674

by the two evolutionary questions (b). To show why those two kinds of explanations675

are held, let’s consider two examples, which concern explaining the robustness of676

genetic sequences against mutations. If one indentifies a feedback process that is trig-677

gered by the alteration of some nucleotide and leads to a restoration of some other678

genomic circuit, which then leads to the initial phenotypic state, this would clearly679
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be a mechanistic explanation. On the other hand, an explanation, instead of appealing680

to any mechanism, may simply cite some properties of the genetic code, namely, the681

redundancy of some triplets of nucleotides coding for amino acids. What is at stake682

here are the properties of the mapping between DNA sequences and proteins: due to683

redundancy, which is a topological property of this mapping, many random changes684

in nucleotides will not change anything because they will turn a codon into a syn-685

onymous codon—for example, given that AGT and ACT code for the same amino686

acid, mutating C to G or G to C in the second position is of no consequence upon the687

final protein. This explanation works in the same way as the quasi-scale-free network688

explanation of stability of some ecosystems, and does not need the unraveling of any689

specific causal interaction.690

At many levels of the biological hierarchies, then, you can find these two kinds of691

explanations of robustness coexisting. I now detail some of them as they appear in692

Table 1 and then emphasize a specific style of topological explanation of robustness693

using a tool called neutral spaces, which can be developed at several biological levels.694

2.2.1 Some mechanisms695

Feedbacks. In physiology, robustness of organisms against environmental perturba-696

tions has been for a long time acknowledged and studied and researchers discovered697

many mechanisms producing a general homeostasis—negative feedbacks controlled698

by specific parameters (pressure, pulse, etc.). Here, robustness investigations of course699

overlap with the study of regulations, which occur at all levels. For instance, genic reg-700

ulation has been discovered by the Jacob, Wolff and Monod in their work on the lactose701

operon, which is a system that allows a stable level of lactose in the cell through mech-702

anisms of positive feedback involving both a repressor gene and a lactose-producing703

gene (Morange 2000).704

DNA repair. Research on the evolutionary origins of sex—which is a major area705

of investigation for evolutionary biologists—led to the hypothesis that sexual repro-706

duction could be a byproduct of a selection for DNA repair (Bernstein et al. 1985).707

The fact of diploidy and the mechanisms of recombination are such that if DNA is708

altered, another copy is intact, which can be a template for DNA repair. In this sense709

the robustness of DNA against alterations of nucleotides is produced by this abil-710

ity to copy on the basis of a second haplotype as a template. As an explanation of711

the robustness of the genome against environmental (intracellular) perturbations or712

Table 1 Kinds of explanations
of biological robustness

Mechanisms Topology

Feedback control
physiological homeostasis;
lactose operon)

Modularity

Redundancy
Small world topologies

DNA repair systems (→ fct of
sex (Bernstein et al. 1985))

Neutral spaces (Stadler et al.
2001; Schuster et al. 1994;
Wagner 2005a)
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cellular noise (both altering fidelity of replication), the DNA-repair hypothesis pro-713

vides a clearly mechanistic account.714

2.2.2 Some topologies715

Modularity reduces the effect of perturbations because they will not break the whole716

systems, since they have chances to concentrate upon only one module, the others717

being likely to still function, at least under some conditions on modularity (e.g.718

avoiding serial architectures). It could be argued that this is a kind of topological719

explanation of robustness to the extent that modularity as a property of a system made720

of elements that may be grouped into modular subsystems can be represented by a net-721

work with a high degree of clustering. This is clearly a topological property. Through722

explaining robustness, modularity accounts also for “evolvability”, the ability of a723

system to evolve due to its internal properties, since modularity is for this precise724

reason crucially involved in this property (Wagner and Altenberg 1996). Therefore725

here the topological answer to the proximate question (a) also impinges on our answer726

to evolutionary questions (b).727

Another striking kind of robustness is the robustness of proteins in the face of728

recombination. Given that sexual reproduction breaks and recombines two different729

genotypes, and given that many traits are yielded by several genes with relations of730

epistasis, one should expect that recombination, by destroying epistasis, would make731

many gene complexes non-functional, thereby reducing the ability to form functional732

proteins, then dramatically reducing fitness and in the end making sexual reproduc-733

tion counterselected. Given that this is obviously not the case (sexual reproduction734

is pervasive among many phyla), proteins should display some robustness regarding735

recombination. One of the explanations thereof is made in terms of topological prop-736

erties. The main idea, here, is that not all topologies of epistasis relations are equally737

likely to be altered by random recombination.738

If you consider proteins, amino acids in them are not related in whatever fashion.739

The frequency at which some sets of amino acids are functionally related to other740

sets of amino acids is what will provide the robustness of proteins regarding recom-741

bination. The fact is that given the topology of connections between subsequences of742

amino acids, the chances are very high that when you break a protein into two sub-743

sequences of amino acids and recombine, you still preserve the connection between744

some of them by reassembling them into identical subsequences (Fig. 6).745

I tried to show that at many levels of biological hierarchies topological explana-746

tions stand side by side with mechanistic explanations when it comes to explanations747

of robustness. They have many forms. This raises the question why topological expla-748

nation is in general so well suited to explain robustness. The answer amounts to the749

very nature of topological properties. In the strict sense, if a continuous deformation750

leads from a to b they are topologically equivalent (homotopic). A topological prop-751

erty of a biological system S is defined by belonging to such equivalence class of752

homotopic shapes S′. Topological properties define features of shapes in space that753

are constant across deformations. Therefore, if a system has such properties this means754

that under this perspective it will stay constant across the processes realizing the defor-755

mations to which the topological properties are immune. There is thereby a natural756
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Fig. 6 Functional connections between subsequences of amino acids in proteins. The topology entails that
randomly breaking a sequence (e.g. the dotted squares) still has some chances to keep functional connections
(dotted together; dark–dotted.)

link between having some topological properties and displaying a sort of stability. In757

this sense, robustness, as constancy across changes, is naturally suited to be explained758

by means of topological explanations. Now, many of the explanations here mentioned759

do not pertain to topology stricto sensu but to graph theory (granted, their affinities760

have been emphasized above): then many properties there concern the equivalence761

between graphs in terms of paths between nodes; graphs can change whereas the nodes762

are still connected through equivalent pathways. Changing a graph while keeping the763

possibility of connections between the same nodes is exactly what underlies the prop-764

erty of robustness as constancy across change.765

2.3 Neutral spaces766

Finally a most interesting and encompassing recent approach to robustness is provided767

by the concept of neutral spaces developed by Wagner (2005a), after Stadler, Shus-768

ter, Fontana and others (Stadler and Stadler 2004; Schuster 2002; Cupal et al. 1999;769

Attolini and Stadler 2005; Van Nimwegen et al. 1999; Stadler et al. 2001; Fontana770

et al. 1999; Schuster et al. 1994 ). As compared to feedback mechanisms, this is clearly771

a topological explanation, ranging together with the scale-free networks explanations772

and the redundancy explanations of the robustness of the genetic code. The idea of773

neutral spaces comes from the construction of a genotype-phenotype mapping and the774

modeling of RNA folding, notions that I will explicate now.775

First, comes the concept of “neutral network”. RNA sequences are, like DNA776

sequences, linear entities. However, they owe their functionality to the spatial struc-777

ture made by this sequence, because it determines the receptor sites, bonding sites,778

etc., in a word, all that is operational in the chemical working of RNA. So RNAs779

can be seen both as genotypes—the sequence—and as phenotypes—the structure, in780
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Fig. 7 Mapping: RNA sequence—RNA structure—fitness (after Stadler and Stadler 2004)

the sense that RNA interacts with other molecules and performs some functions of781

catalysis, bonding, etc. Therefore one can construct on this basis a kind of genotype782

(sequence)-phenotype (structure) mapping, and therein construct a fitness landscape783

by ascribing a fitness value to each structure (Fig. 7). The fitness does not need to784

be absolute; the point is that given all possible RNA structures, they can be ranked785

according to their differential performances in terms of some biochemical parameters786

(ability to synthesize proteins, chemical kinetics, catalyses, etc.). All structures can787

therefore be ascribed a fitness value in a scale. Of course, many structures can have788

the same fitnesses—the properties of many-to-one mappings will be crucial in the use789

of those maps.790

Researchers noticed that often many different sequences, due to the laws of chemis-791

try and the requirements of minimizing free energy, fold into the same spatial structure792

(i.e., with the same molecules at surface sites, hence functionally behaving). In fact,793

the space of structures is such that few structures are reached by several large sets of794

RNA sequences, whereas many structures are reached only by a few sequences. If you795

consider the sets of RNA sequences of a given length n realizing the same structure,796

these have interesting topological properties.797

You can view the space of sequences as an n-dimensional space, each axis being798

likely to have 4 values (A, G, C, and U). Then you can define the distance between two799

sequences as the number of mutations required to get from one to another. Suppose a800

structure S onto which many different sequences map, noted as set K, and among them801

a sequence X. You can then define the set of all phenotypically equivalent sequences802

X1 accessible from X by one mutation (the set of sequences mapping onto S, in K,803

and at a distance 1 from X). Then let us reiterate this operation on each of the X1 and804

so on, and finally you have a set KX of sequences which all give the same structure,805
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Fig. 8 Neutral networks in RNA sequence-structure mappings (after Wagner 2005a). Schematic illustration
of three different classes of RNA or protein structures. The rectangular area, symbolizes sequence space.
Circles correspond 10 individual sequences in this space, and circles with the same shading correspond to
sequences folding into the same (secondary or tertiary) structure, The network of circles shaded in light gray
corresponds to a highly frequent structure, a structure: realized by many sequences. All sequences folding
into this highly frequent structure form a Connected, neural network. The three groups of circles shaded
in dark gray correspond to sequences folding into the same moderately frequent structure. The sequences
folding into this structure do not form a connected network, but instead form three disjoint sets of sequences.
Finally, the two black circles correspond to a rare structure, a structure realized by only two sequences that
occur at different points in sequence space. The image is misleading in that the actual sequence space is
high-dimensional, not two dimensional as suggested by box

and which are such that each of them are connected by a series of mutations which806

never leaves set K. Producing the same structure, all the elements in KX have the807

same fitness. Now, if X is somehow deep in KX—meaning that at a distance 1 all808

its neighbors are in the same set KX—then all mutations on X will be neutral. KX809

defines a neutral network, in the sense that circulating by mutations across the net-810

work does not change the fitness (Fig. 8). Of course nothing proves that K = KX,811

which means that nothing guarantees that you can circulate between all sequences812

in K, realizing the same structure by a series of mutations without getting out of K813

(K is not necessarily connex). What is important about robustness is that for X deeply814

in KX, mutations will not change the structure and the fitness, so X will be robust to815

mutations. Mutational robustness is precisely the very interesting biological property816

of genotypes that keeps their fitness stable against many mutations of genes. Here,817

given that the topology of the set KX as well as the position of X within it account by818

themselves for the fact that X is robust against many mutations, we can say that the819

structure of neutral networks provides a topological explanation of mutational robust-820

ness of RNA sequences. Moreover, two distant structures X1 and X2, rarely realized821

and with different fitnesses, can be linked through a series of mutations if between822
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them there is a neutral network K which has boundaries with each of them—so you823

can increase fitness of RNA sequences by drifting through neutral networks, a crucial824

evolutionary property of those.825

Andreas Wagner (2005a) generalized this idea into the concept of “neutral space”,826

supposed to account for the fact of robustness at many levels, not only RNA. It is easy827

to see this with DNA. Each genotype in the Genotype Space (G space) is correlated to a828

functional protein. However, several genes may lead to the same protein in Phenotype829

Space. The G space is a n-dimensional grid, and each cell on the grid is a nucleotide;830

distance between G and G’ is measured by the number of changes you have to perform831

to go from G to G′. So, you can define, with a given X, the set of genotypes K1 which832

are at distance 1 of X, and which lead to the same proteins. All the genotypes in this833

set can also define in the same way an extension K2 of K1, which leads to the same834

proteins, and so on until having a complete set K. In the end all the genes in K are835

such that there is always a pathway from one to another that involves only one step836

changes, and all of them relate to the same proteins, hence have the same fitness. K837

is therefore a neutral space, in the sense that switching from one genotype to another838

in K is neutral in fitness. In this sense if a genotype x is in K, and rather in the center839

(Fig. 8), x will be robust because most of the changes in x will lead to another genotype840

in this neutral space. Now, if two boundaries of the neutral set K are very different in841

fitness, one sees how the genotypes may evolve new phenotypes with higher fitness,842

only by drifting in the G space from one boundary of K to another.843

So here, what explains the genetic robustness of some genotypes is the topological844

structure of the GP map, and the specific position of the genotype X in this structure.845

We can think of many possible mechanisms of gene-protein interaction underlying846

the neutral spaces but they will make no difference to the topological property of847

having neutral spaces, which explains robustness. Granted, the topology here repre-848

sents underlying relations between genotypes—for example that chemical properties849

of nucleotides determine how substitutions actually occur between nucleotides of two850

genotypes. Yet those relations—for example this specific process—are not as such851

explanatory: in my example, one could have the same process leading from X to Y852

but no robustness because X and Y would not belong to the same neutral space. So853

the topological structure is what explains the robustness.854

Neutral spaces are also likely to explain the robustness of the genetic code (by855

devising a space of alternative genetic codes (Wagner 2005a, p. 198)), as well as the856

robustness of gene expression (like in the case of Endo 16). This latter case is easily857

described by a space of DNA, which maps each regulatory DNA region onto a specific858

expression. Some genes like Endo 16 will be regulated by many alternative regulatory859

regions, and one can define the set K of regulatory DNA regions expressing the same860

gene. Very likely, K can be partitioned onto several neutral spaces, and a robust gene861

(regarding its expression) like Endo 16, will have a large neutral regulatory space862

associated.863

Finally the models of neutral spaces are quite encompassing and pertain to many864

levels (as soon as one can define fitness, indeed), and those neutral spaces allow865

biologists to formulate issues and conclusions about the evolution of robustness. For866

instance, as is easily seen, the more robust a system, the larger are the neutral spaces867

in it. So if a system—a population of a species, let us say—has such a neutral space,868
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then the genotypes in them are likely to vary a lot and explore many regions, and may869

evolve towards higher fitness individuals. Without such a space, the variations would870

be very likely to decrease fitness, and then the species would be less likely to evolve871

(see Huynen et al. (1996) for a model). Robustness therefore has a key role in pro-872

moting the evolvability of species, and the topological properties of neutral spaces are873

clearly explanatory here. So the neutral spaces are providing proximate explanations874

of mutational robustness (question a), but also, contribute evolutionary explanations875

for the role robustness plays in evolution (question b2). They exemplify a kind of876

topology that may be explanatory of robustness at many biological levels (where rela-877

tions analogous to GP and fitness can be defined). To this extent they also account for878

the pervasiveness of topological explanations of robustness across those levels.879

The last section will draw consequences of the acknowledgement of topological880

explanations and their role in explaining robustness at all biological levels. The dis-881

tinction between topological explanations and mechanistic explanations can shed light882

on a specific issue in evolutionary biology, about the contingency of evolution—the883

connection between kinds of explanations and kinds of realization being decisive in884

such regard.885

3 Contingency, realizations and the scope of topological explanations886

A longstanding metaphysical issue raised by evolutionary biology is whether evolu-887

tion is mainly contingent, or not so contingent. Gould (1989) famously argued that if888

we “replay the tape of life”, we would clearly not get the same kind of families and889

species—because even if natural selection is somehow deterministic (as compared to890

genetic drift, a stochastic process), large scale events in the history of life may involve891

mass extinctions, even if the species are well adapted by selection to their current892

environment. Many philosophers (e.g. Beatty 1995) subscribe to this contingency the-893

sis. However other authors (e.g. Dennett 1995; Dawkins 1982) claim that evolution by894

natural selection hits on some “good tricks”, like eyes, or limbs, or social life, which in895

any contexts are likely to be reached by evolving species. The pathway to them might896

be contingent, but themselves as endpoints are not. A good argument for this thesis897

is evolutionary convergences: eyes have been invented 22 times, multicellularity and898

sexual reproduction also several times. The frequency of such convergences indicates899

that it is not so contingent to meet those outcomes.900

The debates often focus on issues close to adaptationism: if one is “adaptationist”,901

namely one thinks that most of the most important traits in living beings arose through902

natural selection (Sober 1998), then one may also think that optimal solutions are903

likely to be reached in any possible world, no matter the initial conditions. The com-904

pared weight of drift, or in general contingent factors, and selection, often determines905

one’s position with respect to the contingency issue.906

The whole debates have a simple solution if one considers the grain of description.907

At a fine grain, the features of traits are mostly shaped by contingent factors: it is908

very unlikely for example that in another possible world we would witness creatures909

exactly like the ones we know. Too many contingencies in their phylogenies and even910

their recent evolutionary history (by drift) entered into the fine-grain shaping of those911

traits. Even the fact that life is carbon based, i.e. it is made of C, H, O and N atoms912
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which form DNA and RNA, the replicable molecules, is contingent—and the code913

linking those DNA molecules to amino-acids is also contingent in the sense that some914

others might have been possible.23 However, at a very coarse grain, clearly one could915

expect some similarities in another version of evolution in another world. One could916

argue that if the conditions for selection are fulfilled, i.e. inheritance, variation and917

fitness (causal correlation between reproductive chances and heritable variable traits)918

(Lewontin 1970) then we would get: entities which consume other entities as resources;919

entities which evolve detectors in order to track environmental changes (because this920

gives a selective advantage against non-tracking entities in changing environments);921

entities which, amongst those ones, evolve detectors tracking variations of light (which922

is a good predictor of environmental changes); entities which finally could detect light923

modulations, and eventually something not so far from what we call eyes. Moreover924

the competitive exclusion principles in ecology (Gause), directly deriving from natural925

selection,24 stating that no two species can live in the same niche, would imply that926

an increasing variety of environments should be colonized, so other worlds should927

witness forms of avian life, aquatic life etc.928

In this sense, at a very coarse grain, there is something necessary in an evolutionary929

sequence. Experiments in Artificial Life, where researchers designed silicon-based930

life likely to undergo natural selection, attested that we have robust outcomes of natu-931

ral selection—for instance Thomas Ray’s Tierra experiment have shown that in many932

cases parasites, antiparasites, predators, etc., are regularly occurring. The selected933

effects which drive evolution, in other words the functions (Neander 1991) are some-934

how recurrent in the possible histories of life, but the details of the structures realizing935

those functions depend upon the kind of chemistry underlying forms of life (first of936

all carbon-based vs. silicon based life), so are plainly contingent.937

The whole debate can then be phrased in terms of realization. The solution sketched938

here can be formulated in the following way: coarse grained features like being a939

detector, being a light detector, being a predator, or being a parasite, can be thought as940

realized properties. Organisms of given species are carrying realizers of those proper-941

ties (e.g. eyes), or are realizers themselves (e.g. some species of fungi as parasites). So942

contingency pertains to the level of realizers, necessity to the level of (multi)realized943

properties.944

However this is not the whole controversy. There is another reason for which one945

could argue for some necessity across evolution-hosting possible worlds. D’Arcy946

Thompson was one of the most influential thinkers—and the first—to highlight the947

role of non-biological laws in the shaping of all species. Often we call “Structural-948

ists” (Crutchfield 1994; Amundson 2005; etc.) those biologists who think that such949

laws of structures are the principal laws. According to this position, natural selection950

fine-tunes organisms to their environments (for example, it determines the color of the951

wings of the peppered moths, if we consider the famous case of industrial melanism952

23 In this sense Crick proposed the theory that the current code is a frozen accident, in the sense that it’s a
contingent result on which all the evolutions of living beings built thereafter so it’s kept as “frozen” (Crick
1968).
24 Although its universal validity is contested by neutral ecologists—yet a limited validity here is enough
for my argument.
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analyzed by Kettlewell 1955); but structural laws determine the essential requirements953

constraining the make-up of organisms (e.g. they explain the wings themselves, and954

then explain the fact that moths, and generally insects, living in very diverse environ-955

ments, have the same shape of wings). Those laws of structure define what Darwin956

already called “Unity of Type” (after Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire)—meaning that for exam-957

ple several insects are very different but have organs which in fact are somehow the958

same, like wings of bats and fins of fish.25
959

Interestingly, many of those laws of unity of type are (indeed) topological. They960

pertain to morphology, but also to the lowest level of biological organization—for961

example protein folding, as explained by molecular biology (Dokholyan et al. 2002),962

where especially small-worlds networks entail important properties (Vendruscolo et al.963

2002). Sometimes commonalities of form that have prima facie seemed to result from964

natural selection, in fact came out from pure topological properties. For instance, the965

fact that almost all cell metabolic networks are modular seems to be due to natural966

selection, which is known to favor modularity in general (because of its robustness,967

as we have seen). A default state of a possible metabolic network picked at random968

would be non-modularity, and then natural selection will favor and fix modular net-969

works. However, Sole and Valverde (2008) have shown that properties of graphs in970

general, applied to the cell networks, makes it very likely that when you randomly971

build a metabolic network it will be modular, so that here modularity comes for free972

and does not need natural selection. This fact could explain why we witness so many973

modular cell networks. Now, evolution in another possible world would be subject974

to the same topological graph regularities and therefore also display the same kind975

of modularity patterns. Because they are topological, hence not wedded to a specific976

kind of material constitution, the properties explaining modularity in cell network can977

hold whatever has been contingently evolved to form the chemistry of life and the978

substrates of replication. The argument here, in favor of the necessity thesis, would979

be: many biological organizations can evolve, in some other worlds, anyway they will980

display only a few topological features, even if the details of the way they realize981

those features may vary. So here, realizers are contingent, once again; but the realized982

properties are necessary, explaining commonalities in this world as well as general983

features of life, whatever the chemical substrate of life is made of elsewhere. And984

those realized properties are indeed topological properties—unlike what they were in985

the adaptationist version of the non-contingency thesis, i.e. functional properties.986

So we have two versions of the necessity thesis in evolutionary biology, both of987

them emphasizing the universality of realized properties, against the contingency of988

the realizers that hang on many historical events in actual evolution (Table 2). But in989

the adaptationist version, the realized properties are functional ones; so basically they990

are realized by mechanisms. Shapiro (2000) clearly related realizations to explana-991

tions and functions: pump mechanisms and screw-driver mechanisms in corkscrews992

together distinctly allow for the same property of cork extracting, because these dif-993

ferent mechanisms explain why they fulfill their cork-screw function. This is the994

M-realization proper to such kind of explanation. The camera eye and the compound995

25 This amounts to the issue of what biologists call homologies, i.e. similarities that are not caused by
adaptation to identical selective pressures, but by common descent (see Amundson 2005).
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Table 2 Summary of the contingency debates

Necessity thesis 1 Necessity thesis 2

Structuralist version Adaptationist version
Realizers are contingent across

possible worlds
Realizers are contingent across

possible worlds
Realized features and entities are

necessary; they are consequences
of topological properties

Realized features and entities are
necessary; they are consequences
of selection, hitting regularly on the
same «good tricks» (i.e., constant
causes of selective advantages)

eye of insects, for example, are two mechanisms for realizing the function “seeing”.996

Explaining why a type of eye allows its bearer to see would require a mechanistic997

explanation.998

In the structuralist version of the necessity thesis, the realized properties are vari-999

ously realized by material structures. And I emphasized that their universality would1000

often require topological explanations. Yet we have seen that topological explanations1001

and mechanistic explanations embody different kinds of realization, A-realizations1002

and M-realizations sensu Gillett. Therefore it appears that both necessity theses in1003

evolutionary biology are emphasizing the realized properties rather than their realiz-1004

ers, in evolution, but that their distinction pertains to a distinction internal to realization1005

in general, the one between M- and A-realization, correlated to the difference between1006

types of explanations.1007

4 Conclusions1008

This paper intended to make sense of a difference between two kinds of explanation:1009

mechanistic ones, absolutely pervasive in natural sciences and intending to display1010

causal processes responsible for an explanandum—and topological ones, which do1011

not consider mechanisms at stake. The latter kind is more and more frequent because1012

of both the science of networks, which emerged in the wake of the general focus on1013

complexity—and the “neutrality” theme in ecology and biology. An important part of1014

the explanations of robustness of many kinds (resilience, stability, etc.) in many sys-1015

tems relies on topological considerations. I argued that paying attention to the structure1016

of those explanations may both cast new light on the idea of multiple realizability as1017

it is met in the special sciences, and contribute to important debates in the philosophy1018

of biology (e.g. contingency in evolution).1019
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